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Abstract

We present an illustrative rendering pipeline which combines anatomical information from CT scans
with functional information from PET scans. To treat lung metastases with Selective Internal Radiation
Therapies (SIRTs), combined PET/CT recordings are used for treatment planning and intervention
validation. We �rstly extract surface meshes from the lung lobes and trachea from the CT scan.
In addition, the radiation activity of the therapeutic agent 90Y is acquired from the PET data. To
convey all this information in one view, we use illustrative rendering techniques, combining Order-
Independent Transparencies with Boundary Enhancements and Silhouettes. Our methods are evaluated
by clinical and visualisation domain experts. This study indicates an excellent spatial perception
and evaluation of tumor position, metabolic and therapeutic agent activity, when transparencies and
boundary enhancements are used to render the surrounding lung lobes.

1 Introduction

Whereas chemo- and radiation therapy as well as surgery are currently the most common types of lung
tumor treatment, there is a high need and interest in evaluating the e�ectiveness of di�erent therapies
in this clinical context. A clinical research question is whether Selective Internal Radiation Therapies,
which are commonly used as therapy for liver tumor treatment, are suitable for treating lung metasteses.
For therapy planning and intervention validation, multiple PET/CT examinations are acquired before
and after the treatment. This is done because CT scans provide detailed anatomical information due to
their high spatial resolution, whereas the PET scans reveal functional information, like abnormally high
metabolic processes of tumours.

These recordings are arranged in 2D image stacks. Although it is possible to simultaneously analyse
two images by superimposing greyscale CT scans by colourmapped PET scans, a physician has to explore
the stacks slice by slice. With an increasing slice number, the physician's involvement to explore every
slice increases as well. Therefore, tools in clinical use o�er helping functionalities, but physicians still
have to mentally fuse all informations from di�erent image modalities. Especially for the human lung this
is a challenging task due to its complex anatomical structure: It consists of �ve lobes which may di�er
remarkably in shape and size for each patient.

With a 3D visualisation of the image stacks the spatial orientation is provided to support the physicians.
Thus, we support the mapping of the 2D information to the patient's anatomy in the thoracic region. We
developed such an illustrative and multimodal visualisation, which makes it easy to distinguish the lung
lobes and shows functional information from the PET scans in one view; the results can be seen in the
�gures throughout this paper.

With this, our work conveys the following contributions:

• An illustrative rendering technique, combing order-independent transparencies with boundary en-
hancements and silhouettes for PET/CT scans for the human lung, and

• an evaluation with clinical and visualisation domain experts, which con�rms and reveals the strengths
and weaknesses of our novel visualisation, respectively.

2 Medical Background

Treating cancer or metastases with standard therapies may be clinically unfeasible for the following reasons:

• The diameters of the lesions are too large to use radiofrequency ablation (RFA) [Yan et al., 2006],

• the metastases are too di�use to apply a stereotactic irradiation or CT guided brachytherapy [Ricke
et al., 2005], or

• the remaining capacity and functionality of the lung would be too low after a surgical resection [Ricke
et al., 2013].
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Figure 1: When using our illustrative rendering technique, the user can interactively change the trans-
parencies and colours for the pulmonary lobes and trachea, which we obtained from the a CT scan, and
the accumulated activity of the therapeutic agent 90Y in grey, which was used as tracer in a PET scan.
Additionally, the width of depth dependent boundary enhancements and strength of normal dependent
silhouttes can be adjusted.
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To assess whether SIRT could be used to treat lung metasteses, Ricke et al. conducted a study with two
patients [Ricke et al., 2013]. They were in palliative care, since they also su�ered from di�use colorectal
or renal cancer metastases beyond the lung metasteses and �both provided informed consent regarding
the experimental nature of this new therapeutic technique�. The achieved results look promising, because
targeted lesions remained stable or devolved into remission after the intervention, whereas untreated ones
became massively progressive in growth. Moreover, the functionality of any lung was impaired [Ricke
et al., 2013]. During the SIRT the surgeon uses a catheter, trying to bring resin 90Y microspheres as close
as possible to a lesion via an bronchial artery. From there, the agent irradiates its surrounding tissue.

Our work is based on a selection out of eighty image data sets from various imaging modalities,
including:

• Computed Tomographies (CT s) of the thorax and abdomen,

• 18F -FDG and 90Y Positron Emission Tomographies (PET s),

• Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomographies (SPECT s) following the angiographic application
of an perfusion agent and standard lung perfusion/ventilation SPECTs, and

• various Digital Subtraction Angiographies (DSAs), Radiographs and Magnetic Resonance Imagings

(MRI s).

Before and after the SIRT multiple CT-only scans were acquired. CT scans can be obtained for the
whole body or parts of it, wherein the various inlying types of tissue absorb the transmitted radiation
di�erently and due to these di�erences, rays may be attenuated di�erently strong, resulting in contrasts
between various tissues in the resulting images.

PET scans use emitting beta particles for image acquisition. These particles originate from radioactive
decaying nuclides, also called tracers or markers, which are injected into the patient prior to a scan. In
contrast to 18F -FDG PET scans, where the tracer is a substance similar to glucose that reveals tumorous
metabolic activity, 90Y PET scans show the emitted radiation from the therapeutic agent. Additionally,
PET scanners have a lower spatial resolution than CT scanners, which makes them not suitable to acquire
anatomical information [Bailey et al., 2005,Lawonn et al., 2015].

Using combined PET/CT scanners comes with advantages and disadvantages: The overall acquisiton
time is decreased, but the overall radiation dose per scan is increased. To tackle the latter, the CT
radiation is reduced (low-dose CT), but this also a�ects the resulting image quality negatively. Gri�eth
et al. present a larger list of clinical and technical pros and cons, plotting them against clinical case
studies [Gri�eth, 2005].

2.1 Requirements

Superimposed 2D PET/CT images are used in the diagnostic, treatment-planning and validating stages
of a SIRT [Ricke et al., 2013]. 3D visualisations could improve the spatial orientation, making it possible
to oversee the pulmonary lobes and PET information at a glance. Such a visualisation must have the
following requirements:

• Requirement 1 : All lung lobes should be visualised so that they are clearly recognisable individually.

• Requirement 2 : The rendering has to be adjustable so that the PET information is clearly visible
in the lung lobes.

This PET information can either be the metabolic activity of the metasteses or emitted radiation of the
therapeutic agent.
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Figure 2: Another result of our approach: �Depth gradients� result in contours, which outline the lung
lobes, and �normal similarities� lead to silhouettes, which show irregularities on the surfaces.
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Figure 3: An overview of our image processing pipeline: The shown programs and algorithms are used on
the input image data to obtain models of speci�c anatomical structures. These can be rendered transparent
or opaque.
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Figure 4: The colours C, normals N and depth values D of the opaque geometry are written to a frame-
bu�er object FBO. Then the normals and depths are used to compute the contours Cont., which are
combined with the colours and rendered to the screen S.

3 Related Work

Three-Dimensional visualisations of two or more scans at the same time may be technically possible,
but may overload the view. One possible solution is to use a Focus-and-Context Metaphor: Lawonn et
al. [Lawonn et al., 2015] show that this method is useful when used for big data sets like whole-body
scans. In contrast, we visualise smaller thorax image data and use Order-Independent Transparencies

(OITs). There are di�erent approaches to implement OITs and we adapted the method of Barta and
Kovács [Barta and Kovács, 2011]: A linked list is indexed to compute the outgoing transparent colour.

Furthermore, we added boundary enhancements and silhouettes to our visualisation to make it easier
to distinguish the di�erent lung lobes. For illustrative e�ects in Direct Volume Rendering (DVR), like
ridge and valley enhancements, Kindlmann et al. [Kindlmann et al., 2003] developed multi-dimensional
Curvature-Based Transfer Functions. Bruckner and Gröller [Bruckner and Gröller, 2007] don't compute
but estimate the curvate at each ray casting step, thus improving the performance of the previous method.
Furthermore, they include the contour colour in their Style Transfer Functions, which o�ers a lot of freedom
regarding the interchangeability of di�erent transfer functions and therefore di�erent rendering styles.
Since we used an Indirect Volume Rendering (IVR) approach, we implemented the image-space based
contours by Jainek et al. [Jainek et al., 2008]: �Depth gradients� and �normal similarities� are thresholded
to determine if a fragment is a contour. The mathematical background is described in [Fischer et al.,
2005].

4 Implementation

We mainly used VTK nodes in MeVisLab 2.8 [Ritter et al., 2011] and OpenGL as well as GLSL under
C++.

Figure 3 shows how we acquired our 3D models and what opacity will be applied for rendering: To
obtain the lung lobes and trachea from a CT scan, we used a prototypic version of MeVisPULMO 3D
3.7 [Kuhnigk et al., 2005,Lassen, Bianca and van Rikxoort, Eva M and Schmidt, Michael and Kerkstra,
Sjoerd and van Ginneken, Bram and Kuhnigk, Jan-Martin, 2013]. The resulting label images are processed
in our Indirect Volume Rendering (IVR) pipeline, where surfaces have to be extracted before rendering.
This leads to a moderate amount of pre-processing for our work.

To obtain the tumorous activity from the PET scan, we use an adjustable high pass �lter on the grey
values. This is possible, since the highest grey values in the image form visual clusters in the areas where
the therapeutic agent accumulated; 3D surfaces are also extracted from these high pass �ltered images.
The rightmost column in Figure 3 shows each model's opacity in the rendering. Before rendering the
transparent lung lobes, the opaque models with their boundary enhancements and silhouettes have to be
rendered in a two step process, which is shown in Figure 4: First, the colours C, normals N, and depths D
are rendered to a framebu�er object FBO with multiple attachments. In the second step these variables
are used to compute the �depth gradients� and �normal similarities� to decide if a fragment is a contour
or silhouette Cont., or neither of both. If so, the fragment is darkened for rendering on screen S.
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Figure 5: The order-independent transparency bu�ers OIT are cleared (↓X). Then the colours C and
depth values D of the lung lobes and linked list indices I are written to the bu�ers. Analogous to Figure
3, a FBO is used to compute the contours and silhouettes.

clinical votes

comp. op. tr. und.

1 5 0 1
2 3 1 0
3 4 0 1
4 4 1 0

visualisation votes

comp. op. tr. und.

1 4 0 0
2 2 2 0
3 3 0 1
4 3 1 0

Table 1: For each column-wise comparison (comp.) from Figure 6 the experts where asked, which
rendering style is more suitable to di�erentiate the lung lobes: Opaque (op.), transparent (tr.), or they
remained undecisive (und.).

Now the transparent lung lobes can be rendered (see Figure 5): The linked list works on order-
independent transparency bu�ers OIT, which have to be cleared (↓X) before they can be used. The
colours C, depth values D, and linked list indices I are written to the bu�ers. When the bu�ers are
accessed, the indices point to the next colours and depths for the actual processed fragment, thus forming
an entry. These entries are collected, sorted, and colour-composed and the result is written to an FBO
with the model depth values and normals. Then, the contour and silhoutte generating process from Figure
4 is repeated.

5 Evaluation

To assess our work and to pinpoint downsides in an early stage of development, we drafted a questionnaire
to see how well we ful�lled our two requirements; this questionnaire was �lled out by �ve clinical and four
visualisation domain experts. We came up with two sets of questions, each set focusing on one requirement.

For the �rst requirement, we created two series of opaque and transparent renderings of the lung lobes
(see Figure 6). First, we paired the renderings column-wise and the results in Table 1 show that the opaque
renderings seem more suitable to distinguish the lung lobes. We then paired the renderings row-wise and
asked the experts to rank the visibility of the lung lobes between 1 (�very bad �) and 5 (�very good �); the
statistical results can be seen in Table 2. Three clinical and visualisation domain experts stated that the
boundary enhancements and silhouettes in�uenced their ranking for the opaque renderings. Similarly, all
experts stated that they were in�uenced when they ranked the transparent renderings. Therefore, we
conclude:

• The lung lobes have a higher visibility when rendered opaque,

• the in�uence of boundary enhancements and silhouettes is higher for the transparent renderings than
for the opqaue ones, and
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rendering µclin σclin medclin µvis σvis medvis

opaque renderings

leftmost 3.8 1.30 4 3.75 0.5 4
4.4 0.55 4 4.75 0.5 5
4 1.22 4 3.5 0.58 3.5

rightmost 4.6 0.45 5 4.75 0.5 5

transparent renderings

leftmost 2 0 2 1.5 0.58 1.5
3.2 0.45 3 3.25 1.71 3.5
2 0 2 4 0 4

rightmost 3.8 0.45 4 4 0.82 4

Table 2: The means, standard deviations and medians of the domain experts' votes when they compared
the renderings row-wise.

• rendering everything with a low opacity while not using boundary enhancements leads to the worst
result.

To validate the second requirement, we wanted to know if multiple PET regions are spatially distin-
guishable in our visualisation and if the boundary enhancements, silhouettes, and trachea, which we used
as spatial reference, a�ect this decision. Therefore, we introduced two PET regions (see Figures 1 and
2), which di�er in size and position, and how to locate them and the trachea in 2D CT images. For the
questions we presented superimposed 2D PET/CT images next to our visualisation and assured that the
trachea is partially visible in the images. This was done for every main orientation and one time with
and without boundary enhancement and silhouettes, thus leading to six combinations per expert. The
corresponding results can be seen in Table 4 and the results of the �nal questions are listed in Table 3.
Therefore, we conclude:

• Utilising colour as a visual variable to distinguish the lung lobes is a suitable method,

• using transparencies seems to be a slightly better approach than BE/S to locate and distinguish
multiple PET regions, and

• adding BE/S to the rendering e�ects the error rate only slightly.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented an illustrative visualisation technique for PET/CT for the human lungs. First, we explained
how we obtained surface models of the lung lobes and trachea from the CT scan and PET regions with an
high accumulation of antherapeutic agent, which we then rendered with order-independent transparencies
and screen-space boundary enhancements and silhouettes and the results were evaulated by clinical and
visualisation domain experts.

In the future we want to work on the following topics:

• The combination boundary enhancements and silhouettes lead to no bene�t. Thus, we want to
utilise di�erent screen-space or object-based shading methods.
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Figure 6: The series of opaque and transparent lung lobe renderings which we used in our questionnaire.
The pose is identical and the threshold for the �depth gradients� and �normal similarities� is constant for
renderings of the same column.

domain question µ σ med

clin. colour-code lung lobes reasonable ? 5 0 5
vis. 4.75 0.5 5

yes no und.

clin BE/S reasonable? 4 1 0
vis 0 1 3

clin transparencies reasonable? 2 0 3
vis 3 1 0

Table 3: The �nal questions and answers from our questionnaire.
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clinical domain

without BE/S trachea used? trachea aid stat.
3 7 und. yes no µ σ med

11 3 1 6 9 4.2 0.98 4.5

with BE/S BE/S in�uence? in�uence stat.
3 7 und. yes no µ σ med

10 3 2 3 12 3.7 0.58 4

visualisation domain

without BE/S trachea used? trachea aid stat.
3 7 und. yes no µ σ med

8 2 2 2 10 2 1.41 2

with BE/S BE/S in�uence? in�uence stat.
3 7 und. yes no µ σ med

9 2 1 1 11 3 0 3

Table 4: It was tested, if the experts can distinguish the two PET regions correctly (3), falsely (7),
or if they remained undecisive (und.) when our visualisation was presented with or without boundary
enhancements and silhouettes (BE/S). When they were used, we asked the experts if they were in�uenced
by them and calculated the shown statistics if they voted yes. Furthermore, we were interested if the
trachea was used as spatial reference and calculated the same statistical values, if they voted yes.

• We prototypically included the pulmonary blood vessels in our work, but our region-growing approach
results in an leakage, where the blood vessels, metasteses, and sometimes surrounding structures like
ribs are merged. But the vessels are important for planning the SIRT, thus we want to use di�erent
segmentation methods and test how DSAs can be included in our work.

• Here, we evaluated our method with only one 90Y PET/CT scan, but there are more 90Y and
18F -FDG PET/CT recordings in our data base we will work with, after we revised our method.
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